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The past few months have been a whirlwind for 
everyone. It’s been a time of excitement and 
anticipation about the future, mixed with uncertainty 
and apprehension. I understand.  

I want to thank each of you for your patience during 
our transition to UT Health East Texas. I also ask 
that you continue to be patient with the process and 
trust positive intent, but speak up if we are missing 
something.  As we move forward, it is my intent to 
share as much information as possible with you. As 
the saying goes, “Knowledge is power.” I want you 
to be knowledgeable about what is happening in the 
organization, where we are headed, so that you feel 
empowered to help us reach our goals. It will take 
everyone fulfilling his or her role for us to be 
successful. 

We can start by working to fulfill our organizational 
purpose, which is “We care for people – our patients, 
their families and each other.”  

First and foremost, “we care for people.” When we 
care for people we feel interest or concern for them; 
we like them; or we serve them. For us, care needs to 
encompass all of these meanings. We need to be 
compassionate toward and empathize with those we 
encounter throughout the day. We need to seek to 
make personal connections with them. We need to 
serve them by providing “care” that is of the highest 
quality. 

Our care must extend beyond our patients. While they 
are our top priority from a clinical perspective, when 
we care for everyone we encounter, we create an 
atmosphere or culture of caring – where everyone feels 
important. Everyone feels valued. Everyone feels 
loved. Why? Because they genuinely are important, 
valued and loved. 

Is it always easy to care for people? No. Sometimes, 
people are demanding. Sometimes, people don’t 
understand. Sometimes, people are unkind or any 
number of unlikeable traits. A natural reaction to such 
behavior may be to return it in kind. But, I challenge 
and trust every one of us to choose to care.  

Choosing to care takes conscious effort. We have to 
think before we speak or act. We have to put ourselves 
in the place of the difficult patient or family member 
or coworker. If we dig a little deeper, we may find 
they are hurting in some way. By caring and acting in 
kindness, we may be the balm that soothes their hurt. 

February 1, 2019

Catch of the Week
Catch of the Week is an example of how our team members put 
safety first, recognizing that every caregiver has a responsibility 
to speak up for safety.  
A Dermabrader was brought into the surgery department at UT Health Tyler in 
preparation for a surgery the following day. Megan Moon, the clinical manager 
of day surgery, called Biomed at that time to let them know to come over and 
check the equipment for the case the next day. She told the tech she would leave 
it in Pre-Op. When she arrived the morning of the surgery, she noticed there was 
not a Biomed sticker on it so she told the nurse in the room to give them a call 
and make sure they checked it before the surgery. After the check was completed, 
Megan was informed that the machine did not pass inspection. It looked to be the 
power cord malfunctioning, and the tech tried to repair the equipment, but was 
unable. The doctor was informed and the case was canceled. 

This could have been easily overlooked, but she wanted to make sure it was safe 
for patients and followed the procedure. We have these procedures to ensure 
incidents don’t occur with our patients and even though we probably check 
thousands of pieces of equipment without any failure, we have to do it every 
time because of situations like this. Thank you to Megan for her commitment to 
patient safety!

Before I share my thought for the week, I’d like to 
update you on an important process we are about 
to begin across the entire UT Health East Texas 
system. Between Feb. 1 (today) and the end of April, 

leaders across the system will be completing performance evaluations on each 
caregiver. With almost 7,000 caregivers across the system, we will need the next 
90 days to complete the evaluations, and the associated discussions with each 
caregiver to review their strengths, goals and opportunities to contribute more to 
our mission. Some of our managers are ahead of the game. We will be sharing 
the evaluation model to be used within the next two weeks. These evaluations 
will be associated with a merit increase based on performance. All merit 
increases will be submitted after evaluations are completed at the end of April, 
and they will hit paychecks in the last pay period in May. When you have the 
chance to sit with your manager and discuss your performance, please use that 
opportunity to discuss your personal goals, and what you like about your work 
as well as what we could improve to make your work more fulfilling.

Now, on to my thoughts on topics important to our culture. I’ve spoken before 
about the importance of your voice, or more simply the importance of speaking 
up. Silence can be a bad thing. Your brains are full of ideas, and keeping those to 
yourself does not help the organization. I recognize it takes courage to speak up.  
Some very ordinary people like you and me are thought of as very courageous 
because they saw something that didn’t make sense, or could be better, and they 

spoke up. Courage can be as simple as having the capacity to see something 
from the perspective of a vulnerable person, and then speaking up on that issue 
until it is resolved. Just recently we recognized a nurse who spoke up when she 
saw a mother being abusive to a child. That’s an obvious example of having 
the courage to defend a vulnerable person. But it includes coming forward with 
unique or innovative ideas that can make us better. Our own board chair, Dr. 
Kirk Calhoun, showed courage in pursuing this new partnership when he really 
didn’t have that much money, and the exploration of this opportunity was very 
expensive (legal fees). In the end, his courage resulted in a better system for 
everyone from community members to caregivers. 

I emphasize this because as we continue down the path of our “Mission Zero,” 
to eliminate harm to patients, we will have to get rid of what one TED-talk 
speaker refers to as “willful blindness.” This is something we are all subject to 
at times. It is accepting things as they are, even when we know they could and 
should be better. We need to start seeing the things we could change to keep our 
vulnerable patients safer, or to make our health system better and more efficient. 
And we all recognize we aren’t always right. That’s OK. But even if one time 
out of 10, our concern about something is correct and valid, that one time is 
worth the 10 times we spoke up. And disagreements or opposing views only 
make us better, as we refine our viewpoints and our processes. 

Thanks for your contribution to making our health system safer for everyone.

Showing courage and speaking up will help us become better.
Moody Chisholm, President & CEO
       @MoodyChis

New employee occupational 
injury benefit plan effective 
Jan. 1, 2019
Creating and maintaining a safe work environment is a top 
priority. However, we recognize work-related injuries do occur. 
We believe that the Texas Workers' Compensation System 
does not provide employees with the most efficient process for 
assisting those employees who sustain a work-related injury. 
Therefore, for several years, each of our hospitals has elected to 
be a “non-subscriber,” meaning we provide our own occupational 
injury plan. With the expansion in our Texas markets, it made 
sense to consolidate the various occupational injury plans, so we 
have developed the Ardent Texas Occupational Injury Benefit 
Plan (“Plan”).  This Plan replaces the previous plans at the various 
Ardent Texas hospitals and provides more efficient, quality, and 
effective care than the care afforded by the current workers’ 
compensation system. 

The Summary Plan Description (“SPD”) for the Plan is now 
available on Medelearn. Medelearn can be accessed at 
https://etmc.medelearn.org/index2.htm. Please login and review 
the SPD, and if you have any questions, contact your human 
resources representative. 

https://etmc.medelearn.org/index2.htm
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Connect to Purpose
Connect to Purpose stories are examples of how our team members go above and beyond to 
show they care. 

The following was submitted by Toby Cooper, director of pharmacy 
for UT Health Jacksonville.
A patient recently presented to the Emergency Department at UT Health Jacksonville requesting treatment 
for an animal bite.

The patient explained she was from Crockett and recently had been discharged from a nursing care facility 
after recovering from a surgical procedure. Upon discharge from the care facility, she went to her home to 
find her apartment had been emptied by a neighbor who was supposed to be looking after her belongings.

The police were unable to file charges, so the patient loaded what was left into a pickup and drove to 
Rusk, where her brother lived. She checked into a local motel for a couple of nights not knowing the motel 
had a bat infestation. She was bitten by one of the bats in her room and presented to another local ED for 
evaluation and treatment.

Animal control was called to take the bat (which the patient took with her to the ED) for testing and the 
patient was discharged with a prescription for rabies immune globulin only (the correct treatment for 
a bat bite is rabies immune globulin and rabies vaccine). The only retail pharmacy to stock the immune 
globulin was in Tyler, but the patient charge would be $1,500 (for a Medicare patient on a limited income). 
Based on the patient’s presenting paperwork, the other facility ED provided no follow-up instructions, no 
primary care coordination, no education on how/who should administer the rabies immune globulin etc., no 
information related to animal control testing the bat and no further plan of care to the patient. 

Because the patient could not afford the medication, she presented the next day to our ED for assistance 
(four days after the initial bite, keeping in mind treatment is required within seven days of a bite).  Sherri 
Miller, ED director, guided the patient through the process of establishing primary care, where she was 
evaluated (Dr. Jeremy Day) and orders for treatment were written.

Monie Johnson and Jennifer Hobbs coordinated an appointment with the patient the next morning in the 
ambulatory infusion center for treatment. Sherri Miller personally secured a hotel room in a different 
location for two nights while the patient received medical care and treatment and until other living 
arrangements could be made.

The patient presented with medication orders including the correct treatment plan and Jennifer Hobbs 
worked with Melissa Morgan in the pharmacy to obtain medication from UT Health North Campus Tyler 
(the only location to stock rabies vaccine and immune globulin in Smith County). While awaiting arrival of 
the medication, Jennifer Hobbs assisted the patient by providing a private treatment room, TV and cafeteria 
tray; and assisting with any other needs while the patient waited.

The medications were obtained and treatment was started the same day.

The patient was followed through UT Health Jacksonville until the health department reported the bat was 
negative for rabies and treatment could be stopped.

The takeaways from this patient encounter include:
1.  Our staff took this patient through the entire continuum of care with a complete treatment plan.
2.  Our staff took personal care of this patient providing financial assistance to meet her needs.
3.  Our facility incurred a cost based on the patient’s economic status, non-formulary medications that   

          had to be used, physician and nurse time; but our staff did so because they put the patient first.

This was a great example of our purpose: to care for our patients, their families and each other.

Employees have the ability, and duty, to report areas of noncompliance 
either to their manager, compliance officer or by calling the Ethics Line 
800-633-2939 (callers can remain anonymous).

Need a physician?
Call 903-531-8890 to find a
UT Health East Texas provider.

Bed donations
UT Health North Campus Tyler 

CEO Cody Boyd met with students, 
faculty and administration of 

Whitehouse High School on Jan. 
25 to commemorate a newly forged 

partnership between UT Health East 
Texas and Whitehouse ISD, which 
launched with the donation of five 
hospital beds to Whitehouse  High 

School’s nursing program.

Following a request for the beds from 
Dr. Li-Yu Mitchell, board chair of NET 
Health and certified wound specialist 
and family physician at UT Health 

East Texas Wound Healing Center, Dr. 
Jeff Levin, provost for The University 

of Texas Health Science Center at 
Tyler, coordinated the donation with 
Boyd and Kris Kavasch, UTHSCT 

chief financial officer. 

The donation not only creates a 
real-world work and educational 

environment, but also qualifies the site 
as an official test facility. Whitehouse 
students will no longer have to travel 

to take their CNA nursing certification 
exam; instead, the campus now 
meets all requirements for a test 

administrator to travel to the campus 
and administer the exam in their own 

learning environment.
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New providers

Hugh Babineau, MD, FACS, FASMBC
Bariatric Surgeon in Tyler

Amreen Khania, RN, FNP-C
Neurohospitalist in Tyler

Ashley Tomlin, RN, MSN, FNP-C
Tyler Cardiovascular Consultants

Provider updates

In February, Dr. Andrew Bowers is 
relocating from South Broadway in Tyler to 

the family medicine clinic in Bullard.

The Ardent Cares Foundation is designed to help our employees live well by providing emergency assistance 
in times of need. We believe that we can only care for our patients and communities as well as we can care 
for one another. When you give to the Ardent Cares Foundation you are helping ensure that team members 
from across our company are provided support when they need it most. We have witnessed time and again the 
impact that our employees’ generosity has on others and the communities we serve. 

Ardent Health Services CEO David T. Vandewater created the following video to explain why our 
company established the foundation – click this link to view the video: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=WETZtfneEB8&t=5s.

The foundation is intended to support employees who have suffered an emergency hardship, due to a natural 
disaster or medical emergency. Our primary goal is to meet the needs of our dedicated employees who 
consistently put others first. 

We are sponsoring a fundraising drive during the month of February.  The Ardent Cares Foundation 
is managed by an independent 501(c)(3) organization which spends only 3 percent of its donations on 
administrative/fundraising expenses (vs. a U.S. average of 25 percent). Please make a donation at  
www.ArdentCares.com.

When you give to the Ardent Cares Foundation, you help ensure team members from across our company are 
provided support when they need it most.

Physician spotlight
Emad Shoukry, MD
Board-certified internist and gerontologist Emad Shoukry, MD, sees patients 18 and 
older at the Center for Healthy Aging at UT Health North Campus Tyler. While Dr. 
Shoukry sees patients from various backgrounds, he is especially skilled in treating 
patients with recurring falls, dementia syndromes, delirium and postmenopausal urinary 
issues. In addition, he is fluent in English, French and Arabic.

Education & Training
Geriatric Fellowship:
University of Maryland, Baltimore

Internal Medicine Residency:
Chief Resident, Newton Wellesley Hospital, Newton, Mass.

Internal Medicine Residency:
Saint Antoine School of Medicine, Paris, France

Doctor of Medicine:
Ain Shams School of Medicine, Cairo, Egypt

To schedule an appointment with Dr. Shoukry, call 903-877-7911.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WETZtfneEB8&t=5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WETZtfneEB8&t=5s
http://www.ArdentCares.com
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Healthy heartsIn the news
This month in print headlines…
The Tyler Morning Telegraph featured an article on Page 1A Jan. 30 about Smith County entering into a contract 
with HealthFirst TPA to administer the county’s indigent care program. “The capacity, the weight, the veracity and 
the abilities of all of the UT Health East Texas system really are behind what we’re doing today,” County Judge 
Nathaniel Moran was quoted in the article as saying. “And this single contract will give us the ability to even 
broaden that, hopefully, with some additional contracts in the future.”

The Tyler Morning Telegraph’s Sunday, Jan. 20 edition featured a 
photo of the UT Health East Texas mobile mammography unit on 
Page 1A for a story about how healthcare is driving employment in 
East Texas. That same edition featured a story in the Health section 
about the success of a new drug developed by researchers at The 
University of Texas Health Science Center at Tyler to treat patients 
with MAC, a debilitating lung disease.

AIR1 was featured prominently on Page 1 of the Tyler Morning Telegraph Jan. 18 in a story about the ribbon 
cutting and grand opening of a new runway at Tyler Pounds Regional Airport. 

The Tyler Morning Telegraph on Page 8A Jan. 14 ran an article about UT Health Tyler receiving the American 
Heart Association/American Stroke Association’s Get with the Guidelines Stroke Gold Plus Quality Achievement 
Award. On Jan. 21, they ran a photo of the award presentation on Page 6A.

The Henderson News ran an article on Page 1 Jan. 9 about general surgeon Dr. Robert Buchanan joining UT 
Health Henderson  

The Athens Daily Review ran an article on Page 10A Jan. 9 about OB-GYN Dr. Francine McCain joining UT 
Health East Texas Physicians in Athens

And television interviews this week… 

Dr. Harsh Adhyaru was 
interviewed by KYTX 
about HPV. 

Laura Dove, RN, was 
interviewed by KYTX 
about high insulin prices.

Maria Anastasiades, 
psychology postdoctoral 
fellow, was interviewed 
by KYTX about seasonal 
affective disorder.

Dr. Sarah Kuruvilla was 
interviewed by KYTX 
about the flu.

Dr. Adam Newman 
participated in a UT Health 
Facebook Live question-
and-answer session about 
cervical health.

UT Health 
Science Center at 
Tyler hosted the 
5th Annual Fit 
City Tyler Heart 
Health Breakfast 
at the Louise 
and Joseph Z. 
Ornelas Academic 
Amphitheater 

on Friday. Attendees were treated to a healthy 
breakfast and a presentation on heart health given 
by Dr. Courtney Pratt, a third-year resident in the 
Department of Family Medicine.

Swearing in
UT Health Science 
Center’s Dr. Jeffrey 
Levin was sworn in at 
the Northeast Texas 
Public Health District 
board meeting Thursday 
as the Smith County 
Health Authority. Levin 
is serving his third term 
as the county’s health 
authority. 

Showing support

UT Health Athens staff joined the East Texas 
community in wearing maroon Monday, 
showing support for the Athens ISD families 
affected by last week’s train accident. Our hearts 
and thoughts are with all of those in Athens.

Moody Chisholm was 
interviewed by KLTV about 
the agreement with Smith 
County for HealthFirst to 
administer the county’s 
indigent care program.


